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Pinot Gris 2013 

 
VINTAGE 
The build-up to the season, climate wise, has been very promising. We had good rainfall in 
the winter and spring of 2012, resulting in high water reserves in the vineyards.  The 
prevailing South Easterly Wind (the Cape Doctor) swept through most of the Western Cape 
during late spring and early summer.  Fortunately for us, all the vines were already through 
fruit set and the wind had positive effect in protecting on a natural way against fungal 
disease pressure by keeping conditions dry and therefore lowering humidity in the canopy. 
December also brought warm days and bright sunshine – due to our proximity to the ocean, 
temperatures remained moderate.  From beginning January right through the picking season 
of February and March, we did not have any heat waves and in most circumstances had a 
cooler ripening period than in past vintages. 
The challenge we did experience was three rainfalls but the positives outstretch the 
negatives in cooling down and nurturing the vineyards by relieving water stress. 
 
VINEYARDS 
The De Grendel vineyards are situated 7 kilometers from the Atlantic Ocean, growing on 
slopes 200 meters above sea level. We field grafted a portion of Cabernet Sauvignon to Pinot 
Gris because we are of the opinion that this variety can perform extremely well under cool, 
moderate growing conditions.  With careful leave plucking at strategic times, we ensure an 
open cluster zone; that ensures higher sugars and eventually a wine that has a bigger 
structure.   
 
SOIL TYPE 
Deep Hutton. 
  
VINIFICATION  
All fruit was handpicked in the early morning and then whole bunch pressed so that no 
colour pigment was released.  Only 600L per ton was recovered. Three days of settling 
followed, racking and inoculation with selected yeast in stainless steel tank and 20% in barrel 
that also underwent malolactic fermentation.  These two portions were blended, then 
stabilized and bottled. 
  
TASTING NOTES 
Brilliant pale straw colour with apple pie and spice on the nose.  Lively and juicy with a 
mouthful of concentrated pear, honeydew melon and ripe mango flavours on a beautiful 
mineral structure and lip smacking acid backbone. The flavours linger with a spicy finish. A 
very stylish, well-balanced and complex wine; suitable for all occasions.  
 
ANALYSIS 
Residual Sugar:  1.26 g/l 
pH:    3.32 
Total Acidity:  5.68 g/l 
Alcohol:   13% 
 
FOOD COMPLEMENTS 
A true all occasions wine that will go well with pork and smoked chicken 
dishes.  
 
AGEING POTENTIAL   
Up to 2 Years.  

 


